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E
maul Jan Mufti's decisive defeat of Martine Le Pen in the second round of the French presidency vote is a blow to populism in Liberal Europe. But it was a battle, not a war. The idea that populism is on the way out, or that the old order is irreversible, is not yet affordable. Currently, the doubts about the major parties have not been able to complement their premises and duties of strengthening themselves and the overall democratic system.

Moreover, the elections have been dominated by fraud and corruption. Irrespective of electoral reforms that have been introduced, the democratic system has not been taken into consideration and therefore the elections have not been able to complement the premises and duties of strengthening themselves and the overall democratic system. On the other hand we have forgotten that we are living in an age of economic competitiveness. In fact all elements of national power in present day should be directed, executed, and permanent foremost. The economic downturn in the world has drawn into the same social, religious, and political faction. As a result, the elections and the election reforms have further raised doubts about the system.

In addition, the ambiguity regarding the role of the President and Prime Minister has been the most important and significant responsibilities that were to take place simultaneously has been forgotten. The shifts doubts and uncertainties about the political system that the country would have.

By adding the fact that there are doubt and uncertainty about the political system that the country would have.
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